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Introduction: In Germany, as around the world, the use of digital media in speech

and language therapy became part of the service during the COVID-19 pandemic.

This resulted in a need for empirical studies on the use and acceptance of digital

media technologies, to determine users’ requirements and concerns regarding

the newly mandated technologies, in order to support its expansion in education

and training going forward. “Acceptance” has been previously identified as an

important aspect behind successful technology adoption. Therefore, two online

questionnaire studies were conducted to explore how technology use is accepted

among speech and language therapists in Germany.

Methods: Study 1 involved a questionnaire about video therapy with 15 question

groupings, examining technology acceptance and competence. From 841 initial

respondents, 707 complete responses were included in the analysis. Study 2

involved a di�erent questionnaire, examining technology acceptance and digital

media in therapy. In total, 79 individuals participated in the second survey. Study

1 data were analyzed to identify unifying factors underlying respondent attitudes

and was followed up with a logistical regression; Study 2 data were analyzed with

multiple linear regression.

Results: In Study 1, external inhibiting and facilitating conditions were identified

which had an impact on attitudes toward video therapy adoption and its intended

future use. In Study 2, the modified model of the Unified Theory of Acceptance

and Use of Technology (UTAUT) explained 58.8% of the variability in therapist’s

Behavioral Intention to Use digital media. Here, Performance Expectancy was a

significant predictor.

Conclusions: Both studies investigated facilitating and inhibiting factors for the

implementation of digital media including video therapy in future speech therapy

services. Results demonstrated that the use is accepted in therapy. Therefore,

optimal conditions—both institutional and individual—are needed to enable digital

participation for therapists and patients. In future education and training, trainers

should focus on the functional aspects of the technologies to be used, in order

to positively influence Performance Expectancy in a targeted manner and thus

increase the therapists’ intention to use digital technology in therapy, which in

turn promotes patients’ digital participation.
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1. Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) is a
growing area of research in health care, including in speech
and language therapy (SLT), and its applications are varied—
e.g. synchronous and asynchronous telerehabilitation, technology-
based interventions and therapy applications, documentation and
administration (Alber and Starke, 2021b; Kearns and Kelly, 2022).
The use of digital media in speech and language therapy has been
repeatedly called for in the past and became part of therapists’
everyday life due to the mandate to transition to video therapy
during the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany. Speech and language
therapists around the world have access to an increasing number
of technological resources to support clinical practice, such as
electronic devices, software and internet resources, which have been
shown to positively impact therapy (e.g. Albudoor and Pena, 2021).
ICT is increasingly used in SLT as it comes to be seen as offering
efficient and effective options to improve therapeutic outcomes
(Jesus et al., 2019; Kearns and Kelly, 2022).

ICT should not be used in isolation—it should be viewed as
a set of tools in the therapist’s toolbox, as successful integration
of ICT into therapy has been shown to confer many benefits.
Technology integration in therapy can improve engagement
from both patients and therapists (Leinweber and Barthel, 2022;
Olszewski et al., 2022). Video therapy technologies make it
possible for people to participate in therapy who would not
otherwise be able to receive care due to illness, poor healthcare
coverage in their region or other factors (Cason, 2009; Tucker,
2012; Hall et al., 2013; Fairweather et al., 2016; Lauer, 2020;
Buabbas et al., 2022; Leinweber and Barthel, 2022). With increased
integration of ICT in therapy, its use can extend into everyday
life and thus enable both independent and supervised practice
(Theodoros, 2012; Jakob et al., 2018; Böhm, 2019; Preßler, 2019;
Nichol et al., 2022) or facilitate exchange with other people
via apps or social media, thus further improving therapeutic
outcomes (Welch et al., 2016). In particular, people with language
impairments need targeted support in order to successfully
participate in both the digital world and in the real world
(Steiner, 2023). By including ICT in SLT, it is possible to work
on concrete digital participation goals (Steiner, 2023) and to
concurrently expand and reshape existing forms of therapy on the
grand scale.

ICT represents a very diverse toolkit (Starke and Leinweber,
2019); for example, in the broad variety of software applications
(apps). In general use, apps support communication, sometimes
by supplementing it—e.g., when a group of people sitting in a
café discuss a video playing on someone’s phone—or sometimes
completely substituting it—e.g., when the same group of people
are half a world apart discussing the video while on a messaging
forum. Apps can also remove communication barriers, such as
social distancing; they can serve as learning aids, e.g., language
apps; they can facilitate unlikely connections, e.g., job-seeker apps;
they can support motivation, e.g., fitness apps.

In the context of research and therapy, apps can facilitate a
similarly broad array of possibilities. In simple terms, apps can
serve as a feedback aid for the speech therapist (Wahl et al.,
2018). Patients can use apps to practice independently, which can

be an effective supplement to their therapy (Böhm, 2019; Nichol
et al., 2022). Apps have also been shown to increase the intensity
and frequency of therapy (Nordness and Beukelmann, 2010; Hall
et al., 2013; Lauer, 2020). The use of apps has been demonstrated
to improve therapy motivation (Gačnik et al., 2018; Preßler,
2019). Edwards and Dukhovny (2017) have also noted various
advantages in the research and therapy contexts in streamlining
data capturing process, cost savings and, most importantly, the
benefit of interactive presentation of multimodal therapy, i.e., 3D
audio-visual animation. Apps provide all of these benefits and
possibilities, regardless of location (Gačnik et al., 2018).

Besides apps, another example of digital media use is
videoconferencing systems, such as those which were employed
in SLT services in Germany for the first time during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Without the possibility of video therapy services,
adequate care of patients could not be ensured (Bilda et al.,
2020; Schwinn et al., 2020; Bürkle et al., 2021). SLT primarily
involves a patient and a therapist engaging in auditory and visual
interactions; these interactions can be easily transferred to an
online or technology-based environment, provided that auditory
and visual cues can be adequately replicated and broadcast over a
distance (Theodoros, 2012). While video therapy had already been
established internationally in SLT for some years (Rangarathnam
et al., 2016; Wales et al., 2017; Sutherland et al., 2018; McGill et al.,
2019), it had not been nationally implemented as standard practice
in Germany.

Various studies have shown that video therapy is appropriate
for use in SLT (Wales et al., 2017; Jung et al., 2020; Weidner
and Lowman, 2020). In their meta-analysis, Jung et al. (2020),
concluded that the effectiveness of teletherapy and face-to-face
therapy may vary depending on the characteristics of the client
and the type of therapy, and that it is important to consider
the patient’s disorder and the type of therapy when choosing
between teletherapy and face-to-face therapy. Telepractice does
not seem to negatively impact the relationship between speech
language therapists and pediatric clients compared to face-to-face
therapy (Freckmann et al., 2017; Oprandi et al., 2021), and in
various German studies it has been shown that it can be used with
patients of different indications and age groups (Bilda et al., 2020;
Schwinn et al., 2020; Beushausen and Sippel, 2021; Mörsdorf and
Beushausen, 2021).

When considering a patient’s digital participation in video
therapy, not only the patient’s experience but also the therapist’s
experiences matter. In cases where therapists’ early experiences
of video therapy were negative, the chance of immediate
discontinuation of videoconferencing systems rose considerably
(Hastall et al., 2017). In this context, therapists have a stakeholder
role—they are concurrently users themselves and they provide
patients with access to and guidance in appropriate technologies.
Clinician behavior explains much of the variation in the uptake,
expansion and sustainability of telemedicine services (Wade et al.,
2014)—when therapists integrate ICT into therapy and make it
possible for patients to associate ICT with positive experiences, a
foundation can be laid for the future use of digital media on the part
of patients. The digital participation of patients is therefore strongly
dependent on the attitudes and skills of therapists with regard to
digital media (Steiner, 2023). Thus, to improve patient usage and
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therapeutic outcomes, the positive and negative factors influencing
therapists must be clearly understood.

To gain this understanding, the current two studies were
designed to explore how technology use is accepted among speech
and language therapists in Germany. In this context, acceptance
refers to the positive decision to utilize and apply an innovation
(Simon, 2001). Although a highly subject-specific positive attitude
of an individual is usually a prerequisite for acceptance, it alone is
not sufficient—acceptance also takes into account the potential or
actual use of the new technology in addition to attitude formation
(Kollmann, 1999). In the context of video therapy usage, Rettinger
et al. (2021) identified that acceptance was one of the two key
elements that define the usage of video therapy (the other being
regulatory frameworks).

When it comes to the early acceptance of video therapy, the
most common obstacle worldwide is technically overstretched staff
(Scott Kruse et al., 2018). In order to be able to digitally act safely
in the future and to support their patients’ digital participation,
therapists need to be digitally competent. Unfortunately, digital
skills and the use of digital tools are not as yet an integral
part of healthcare education in Germany and Europe more
generally (European Health Parliament, 2020). The training of
digital skills, alongside its underlying acceptance, represents one
of the current challenges in professionalization in the field of
communication disorders (Lin et al., 2021). Incorporating digital
topics and skills into academic and professional development
curricula has been well identified as critical to ensure that the
field of communication disorders is prepared for the ever-digitizing
healthcare environment (Brennan et al., 2010; Theodoros, 2012;
Edwards and Dukhovny, 2017; Lin et al., 2021). Understanding
the adoption and acceptance of digital media in SLT is crucial for
optimizing application selections in therapy itself and educational
strategies in training settings (Hastall et al., 2017; Albudoor and
Pena, 2021). Thus a clear understanding of the challenges facing
therapists can inform educational institutions of any systematic
gaps in understanding.

Acceptance, as defined above, is a latent construct (Jockisch,
2010), which is why models are used to explain which facets make
up the construct and which factors influence it; one such model is
the Unified Theory of Acceptance andUse of Technology (UTAUT)
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). This model was used in Study 2 of this
paper. The model, and its supplements and modifications, will be
introduced here.

The UTAUT is an empirically tested integrative and global
model developed from the main existing technology acceptance
theories. Subsequent research has combined or extended the
UTAUT model with other theories to examine a variety of
technologies in organizational and non-organizational contexts
(Venkatesh et al., 2016). The increasing prevalence of ICT
applications has led to theUTAUT being widely adopted in a variety
of research areas (Williams et al., 2014; Venkatesh et al., 2016). The
UTAUT has also been validated in different environments, such
as education (Birch and Irvine, 2009; Khechine et al., 2014) and
healthcare (El-Gayar et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2015).

In the original UTAUT model, four constructs were identified
as predictors of Behavioral Intentions and Usage of ICT:
performance expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE), Social

Influence (SI) and Facilitating Conditions (FC). PE is defined as
the degree to which a person believes that using ICT will help him
or her to attain goals in job performance. EE refers to the degree
of ease associated with the use of ICT. SI represents the degree to
which a person perceives that other important or influential people
believe he or she should use ICT. Finally, FC is defined as the degree
to which an individual believes that organizational and technical
infrastructure exists to support the use of ICT (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). The model used in Study 2 was modified, as in other studies,
to also consider Facilitating Conditions (FC) as a direct predictor
of Behavioral Intentions to Use (BIU).

In addition to the predictors, there are four moderating
variables which can affect the relative influence of the predictors
in the original model: gender, age, experience and voluntariness
of use (Venkatesh et al., 2003). In addition to the determinant
factors, the model uses Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU) as a
dependent variable. Behavioral Intention is defined as “the degree
to which a person has formulated conscious plans to perform or
not perform some specific future behavior” (Warshaw and Davis,
1985, p. 214), in this case the use of technology. Both the original
authors (Venkatesh et al., 2003) and future publications (e.g.,
Lakhal et al., 2013) have suggested enriching the UTAUT model;
in order to additionally capture and map specific influences in the
field of speech and language therapy, four supplementary UTAUT
concepts (impact of peers, familiarity, self-efficacy and attitude) are
each presented below.

In outpatient SLT settings, many therapists are part of teams
that support and influence each other in terms of content and/or
organization. Peer support can enhance users understanding, by
providing insight on job relevance, output quality, and result
demonstrability of a system (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). Peer
support can also influence the subjective norm and image
associated with using digital media. If peers have a positive attitude
toward digital media, it is more likely that employees will hold a
positive perception (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Venkatesh and
Bala, 2008). Therefore, the Attitude of Colleagues (AoC) is a
relevant supplemental factor.

When people begin to use new digital media in their work,
they are likely to experience changes in their intrinsic work
characteristics, work processes, routines, and habits (Millmann
and Hartwick, 1987). Reactions to these changes are highly
individualized and can be positive or negative (Orlikowski, 2000;
Boudreau and Robey, 2005). If individuals feel their wellbeing is
threatened by these changes, avoidance and rejection are more
likely to occur (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). Comparatively,
if digital media are already used in the workplace and superiors
have a positive attitude toward ICT use, therapists may feel more
comfortable with the next step—accurate perception of a system or
a tool is very important before using new ICT (Venkatesh and Bala,
2008). Familiarity with the use of digital media in the direct work
environment can have a positive influence on the acceptance of the
technology. This is the factor addressed by the model supplement
Digitality at Work (DaW).

A related factor is an individual’s self-efficacy with a computer;
that is, the degree to which an individual believes that he or
she possesses the ability to perform a specific task or job using
a computer (Compeau and Higgins, 1995; Venkatesh and Bala,
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2008). The personal conviction of one’s own abilities can influence
the intention to use digital media and thus their acceptance of
technology (Compeau and Higgins, 1995; Compeau et al., 1999).
This construct has been termed the Self-Assessment of Digital
Competencies (SAoDC).

Based on different theories of technology acceptance, attitude
toward using digital media can also have an impact on acceptance.
Attitude is a learned predisposition to respond in a positive or
negative way to a given object in a consistent manner (Lakhal
et al., 2013). The concept represents a summary of underlying
basic constructs of individual theories, e.g., Theory of Reasoned
Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Davis et al., 1989), Theory
of Planned Behavior (Taylor and Todd, 1995b), Combined TAM
and TPB (Taylor and Todd, 1995a), Motivational Model (Davis
et al., 1992), Model of PC Utilization (Thompson et al., 1991), and
Social Cognitive Theory (Compeau and Higgins, 1995; Compeau
et al., 1999). Venkatesh et al. (2003, p. 455) summarized the
concept as follows: “Attitude toward using technology is defined
as an individual’s overall affective reaction to using a system”.
The concept of Attitude and Affect Toward Digital Media Use
(AUDM) appeared relevant for the present study. Figure 1 shows
the extended model which is relevant for Study 2.

Despite the modifications, the UTAUT follows a relatively
simple premise. Venkatesh et al. (2003) assume that the intention to
use technology, which is influenced by various factors, has a direct
impact on actual use.

More recently, Hastall et al. (2017) criticized such technology
acceptance models for ignoring the dynamic and multi-determined
process of using technology; this critique is of particular relevance
to Study 1. More in detail, they claimed that the attention to
the developmental process of technologies, the view of human
motivation on technology, the social influences on individuals
and the differences between individuals using technologies were
all inadequately considered. Therefore, they discussed three
approaches through which technology adoption can be promoted:
(1) a realistic view about decision-making processes of individuals,
(2) sufficient knowledge about different stages of technology

adoption, and (3) focus on social, organizational and situational
determinants. This results in three dimensions—individual-related

factors, environment-related factors, and technology-related factors.

More specifically, Individual-related factors encompass
approach behaviors and avoidance behaviors. In the case of
video therapy, both behaviors can arise simultaneously in
a given situation, for example, while the therapist supports
the patient verbally during the exercise, the patient needs
a hands-on situation to fully engage. Environment-related

factors, such as social, organizational and situational factors,
can express as external supportive or inhibitive influences
on video therapy. Technology-related factors encompasses
the technology itself, including negative complications (e.g.,
costs, software incompatibility) and rewarding aspects (e.g.,
increased accuracy, increased efficiency). All factors have
implications on the adoption and acceptance of digital media in
health care.

Overall, the failure of digital media use in a given setting
is underpinned by the non-acceptance and non-usage of the
technology by its end users (Standing et al., 2016). In considering
the factors that underpin acceptance and use, Niklas (2015)
emphasizes that acceptance is a result of a complex decision-
making process that is affected by social and situational influences.
Thus, to achieve a successful rollout of any digital media
technology, different goals must be met; these include: reducing
individual barriers, increasing psychological wellbeing, facilitating
healthy aging in familiar places and ensuring social participation
(Hastall et al., 2017). If technology is assessed and accepted as
useful and necessary for professional life, then people are also
prepared to deal with future innovations and iterations, and to
review and expand their own competencies to match. In this
way, it becomes possible to include digital participation as a
fundamental goal of SLT work. This results in a need for empirical
studies on the use, acceptance and adoption of digital media in
SLT in order to be able to determine needs with regard to the
expansion of competencies in education and training, but also to
increase acceptance.

FIGURE 1

Basic UTAUT-model extended by four variables (Study 2).
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As ICTs, such as video therapy and apps, are promising
innovations in SLT, the current two studies were designed
to examine the acceptance of these technologies by German
speech and language therapists. Study 1 focuses on positive
and negative factors which correlate with the therapist’s future
use of video therapy and it interprets which factors may thus
influence successful implementation of video therapy. Study 2
examines factors influencing the therapists’ intention to use digital
media in SLT in the future and identifies factors that influence
this intention. By identifying supporting and inhibiting factors
based on different theoretical assumptions and models, these
studies build together to inform the development of training
and professional education, to ensure and expand the targeted
use of digital media in the future. By inference, these studies
would also improve and sustain the future digital participation
of patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study 1

In order to investigate the factors which correlate with
successful implementation of video therapy in SLT, Study 1
narrowed its focus on the constructs of acceptance and competence.
The authors sought questions from past research on technical
acceptance, drawing heavily on Hastall et al. (2017), as well as past
key findings in the area of adoption and acceptance especially of
video therapy in SLT (Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015; Pitt et al., 2018;
Tyagi et al., 2018; Leinweber and Schulz, 2019).

2.1.1. Research questions
The following research questions were investigated by Study 1:

a. What factors correlate with the prospective adoption of video
therapy by speech and language therapists?

b. What constructs underlie the attitudes of users toward
technology acceptance and technology competence in the
context of SLT?

2.1.2. Procedure
An initial questionnaire, made up of 52 question

groupings (see Measure below), was developed at the
University of Applied Sciences and Arts (German: HAWK
Hildesheim/Holzminden/Göttingen) in early 2020. The survey
was hosted online from June 3rd to July 1st, 2020, on the online
freeware SoSciSurvey website (Leiner, 2019). The data were stored
on the SoSciSurvey server until the end of the data collection
period, then they were transferred to the university’s own server
until June 30th, 2030, and deleted from the SoSciSurvey server.
Persons outside the project team and temporary staff have no
access to the data.

Recruitment was conducted through the German Federal
Association of Speech and Language Therapy (Deutscher
Bundesverband für Logopädie e.V.), which has about 10,000
members. Respondents were asked to participate if they were

providing speech and language therapy in an outpatient setting in
Germany at the time of the survey. The participants were informed
about the study contents and data privacy and gave their informed
consent. Where consent was refused, retracted or could not be
ensured, participation was excluded.

2.1.3. Participants
From 841 online responses, 25 were excluded due to denied

informed consent (n = 22), invalid data (n = 2) and a profession
outside of SLT (n = 1). Subsequently, an inconsistency check was
made to proof data validity (Schrepp, 2016). In this context, a time-
related test and a content test were made, but no irregularities
were found. However, an additional 109 participants submitted
substantially incomplete responses, meaning more than 80%
missing data, and were therefore excluded from the analysis. Thus,
in the end, 707 participant responses were included and analyzed in
this study.

From the 707 complete respondents, 671 were female and 36
male (94.9% female). Participants ranged in age from 21 to 68
years (M = 43.32 years, SD 11.38 years), with one respondent not
reporting their age. Work experience ranged from zero to 44 years
(M = 16.81 years, SD = 9.85 years). Most of the participating
therapists were self-employed in their own practice (62.4%), nearly
one-third were employed in an outpatient practice (33.1%), a few
were working on a fee basis (freelancer) (2.5%) and a few did not
respond to this question (2%). A small number of participants
indicated “other” (e.g., working as a teaching speech therapist or
being in education; 1.7%). Table 1 shows the demographic data.

2.1.4. Measure
The original questionnaire consisted of 52 question groupings

(forced-choice, multiple response and free-form response),
grouped into seven categories.

TABLE 1 Participants’ demographics in Study 1.

Item Response Frequency (%) Mean
(SD)

Gender (n= 707) Female 671 (94.9)

Male 36 (5.1)

Age, years (n= 706) 43.32
(±11.38)

Years of working
experience, years
(n= 703)

18.81
(±9.85)

Professional status
(n= 816)

Practice owner 523 (64.1)

Employee 259 (31.7)

Freelancer 20 (2.5)

Other 14 (1.7)

As the questions were not obligatory to answer, some questions were answered by fewer than

the participating 816 therapists. The number of therapists who answered the question is given

in brackets after the respective item.
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1. Implementation of videoconferencing, as inclusion criteria (2
question groupings),

2. Sociodemographic data (7 question groupings),
3. Resources used for videoconferencing (7 question groupings),
4. Technology use (5 question groupings),
5. Current implementation of videoconferencing (21 question

groupings), and
6. Adoption of videoconferencing in future health care delivery (9

question groupings), plus
7. General feedback to the questionnaire (1 question).

The questions were created in accordance with literature about
technology use in SLT (e.g., Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015; Pitt
et al., 2018; Tyagi et al., 2018; Leinweber and Schulz, 2019). Each
grouping was structured as a question with multiple response
options, e.g., “in which contexts have you used video therapy”.
Answers consisted of closed multiple choice options, plus a free
text field, e.g., “individual therapy”; “group therapy”; “individual
counseling”; “group counseling”; “other (text field)”. Respondents
could select any and all responses that were relevant. These question
groupings were then recoded into unique binary questions for
the statistical analysis (see below). The questionnaire used will be
published in a separate article.

In preparing the data used for the regression, five of the
adoption questions were deemed appropriate and were combined
for the dependent variable; these related to: regarding usefulness
of video therapy (VT), increased frequency of VT use, making
VT standard practice, whether VT is as successful as in person
therapy and whether VT affects the relationship with the patient.
Seven of the question groupings concerning technology acceptance
(TA) and eight groupings concerning technology competence (TC)
were selected for independent variables, informed by past literature.
The same TA and TC question groupings were then used in the
factor analysis.

2.1.5. Analysis
All calculations were performed with the IBM SPSS program

version 27 (IBM Corp, 2020). All multi-answer question groupings
were dummy-coded into individual binary response questions, to
facilitate the use of stronger statistical analyses. No data was lost in
this recoding process.

2.1.5.1. Regression

To examine what influences the prospective adoption of video
therapy by speech and language therapists, a regression analysis
was planned. However, as the dependent variable was found to be
significantly non-normally distributed and could not be sufficiently
rectified via standard correction methods, a statistically weaker but
more robust logistical ordinal regression was performed.

To form the dependent variable, the five questions regarding
the participants’ views on video therapy adoption (mentioned
above in Measure) were recoded into positive (+1), negative (−1)
and neutral (0) and summed together to form a general “Opinion
of Video Therapy” variable (see Table 2), ranging from +5 (all
positive) to−5 (all negative). This resulted in a single variable with
a distribution that could be statistically analyzed.

As independent variables, the regression included all binary
recoded question items from the factor analysis (89 individual
question items in all).

2.1.5.2. Factor analysis and item reduction

To investigate the constructs underlying the attitudes of users
toward technology acceptance and technology competence in the
context of SLT, the data were analyzed using principal axis factoring
with varimax rotation. As one of the 15 question groupings
did not load on any factor due to insufficient variance in the
responses, it was excluded from further examination. Thus 14
question groupings from the questionnaire were included in the
final analysis. See Table 3 for a complete list of included questions,
with the excluded item marked in gray.

Although the data were not all perfectly normally distributed,
due to the robust nature of the analysis and the use of binary
independent variable items, the data was deemed to be acceptable
for the analysis. A preliminary factor analysis was originally
conducted which was limited to 25 iterations; the resultant Scree
plot identified four primary factors before tailing off, thus the final
factor analysis was limited to four factors. This four factor analysis
is presented in the Results section.

2.2. Study 2

To investigate the technology acceptance of speech and
language therapists, the UTAUT was chosen as a basis. The
constructs Attitude of Colleagues (AoC), Digitality atWork (DaW),
Self-Assessment of Digital Competencies (SAoDC), and Attitude
and Affect toward the Use of Digital Media (AUDM) were included
as additional variables.

2.2.1. Research questions
The following research questions were investigated by Study 2:

c. To what extent are speech and language therapists intending
to use ICT in therapy in the future?

d. To what extent do Performance Expectancy, Effort
Expectancy, Social Influence, and Facilitating Conditions, as
well as additional factors, predict speech language therapists’
Behavioral Intention to Use digital media in therapy?

2.2.2. Procedure
The development of the used online questionnaire took place

in the department of Inclusive Education for speech, language, and
communication needs at the University of Bremen (Germany). The
survey period ran from mid-July to November 2020.

The questionnaire was made available via LimeSurvey
(Limesurvey GmbH). Respondents were asked to participate if they
were providing SLT in an outpatient setting in Germany at the time
of the survey or had done so prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Use
of digital media or delivery of video therapy during the COVID-19
pandemic did not constitute inclusion criteria. Recruitment was
conducted through German SLT associations and networks as well
as personal contacts of the authors. Participants were informed of
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TABLE 2 Question responses informing the independent variable “Opinion of Video Therapy”.

Number Question Answer Score

1 Do you see a realistic possibility for the use of video therapy in outpatient speech and language therapy? Yes 1

No −1

Unsure 0

2 Can you imagine employing video therapy more frequently, if its use facilitated better or faster success therapy? Yes 1

No −1

Unsure 0

3 Should video therapy be included in standard practice? Yes 1

No −1

Unsure 0

6 Can you imagine conducting some therapy sessions in the therapy process online, without it impairing the success of the
therapy?

Yes 1

No −1

Unsure 0

7 Can you imagine conducting some therapy sessions in the therapy process online, without it affecting the relationship between
the patient and you?

Yes 1

No −1

Unsure 0

When summed together, the resultant variable ranged from−5 “fully negative” to+5 “fully positive” opinion of video therapy.

the study content and were required to provide informed consent
before beginning the survey. Participation could be discontinued
at any time during the survey. The data is stored on the university
server and will remain stored until 2030, and only project-internal
employees will have access to it.

2.2.3. Participants
In total 79 individuals took part in the survey, of which 75 were

female and four male (94.9% and 5.1%, respectively). Respondents
ranged in age from 22 to 67 years (M = 43.37 years, SD =

10.9). Work experience was reported between one and 40 years
(M = 16.39 years, SD = 9.6). 69 of the respondents indicated
a speech/language therapy practice as their workplace (87.3%).
Other places of employment included (interdisciplinary) therapy
centers, early intervention centers, and a social pediatric center.
Two respondents reported working in three different facilities
in combination (see Table 4).

The majority of respondents (64.6%) were self-employed
in their own practice. Nearly one-third were not self-
employed/employed (31.6%). In addition, two freelancers
working on a fee basis (2.5%) and one student worker (1.3%)
participated in the survey.

2.2.4. Measure
At the University of Bremen in early 2020, a theory-based

questionnaire was created to examine technology use, personal
experiences regarding technology use in everyday work, and
technology acceptance of SLT. The questionnaire also included a
general part with questions on socio-demographic information.
The data used for the presented study came from the questionnaire

section on technology acceptance and the experience with digital
media use.

Different items were used to query technology acceptance. 14
of the items used were German translations and modifications of
the adapted UTAUT items validated by Teo (2009, 2010), which
have their origin in Venkatesh et al. (2003). They are shown in
the Table 5. All items were Likert items which were summarized
in 5 Likert scales following past literature (Harpe, 2015). The five
response options were: 0 = does not apply at all; 1 = mostly does
not apply; 2= undecided; 3=mostly applies; 4= applies fully.

The internal consistency of the 14 used UTAUT items was
determined by Cronbach’s alpha.With a value of α= 0.892, internal
consistency was high (Cortina, 1993). The internal consistencies
were also calculated for the individual Likert scales of the four
predictors of the UTAUT model which also turned out to be high:
PE α = 0.890; SI α = 0.813; FC α = 0.899. The value for EE was
acceptable: α = 0.769.

In addition to the UTAUT items, a total of 25 items were
developed for the constructs of Attitude of Colleagues (AoC),
Digitality at Work (DaW), Self-Assessment of Digital Competence
(SAoDC), and Attitude and Affect toward the Use of Digital Media
(AUDM) and included in the questionnaire. The items on these
constructs were developed from theory and generated as Likert
items (Harpe, 2015) according to the used UTAUT items.

Factor analyses (principal axis analyses; VARIMAX, 50
iterations) were conducted to identify appropriate items related
to the constructs developed from theory. The 25 items of the
additional constructs as well as the 12 items of the latent constructs
Performance Expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE), Social
Influence (SI), and Facilitating Conditions (FC) of the UTAUTwere
included, while the two items capturing the dependent variable
Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU) were not included in the factor
analysis. In this way, a total of 37 items were incorporated into
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TABLE 3 Question groupings representing video therapy acceptance and

competence in Study 1.

Question groupings Literature

Technology competence

(1) What positive experiences have you had
with the technical implementation of video
therapy?

Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015;
Hastall et al., 2017

(2) What helps you implement video therapy
well?

Hastall et al., 2017

(3) How did you deal with the technical
problems?

(4) Do technical problems occur when
performing video therapy?

(5) What caused the technical problems to
occur?

Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015

(6) How did you deal with the technical
problems?

(7) How have you dealt with personal
difficulties so far?

Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015;
Hastall et al., 2017

(8) How have you dealt with patient
difficulties so far?

Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015

Technology acceptance

(1) What are the benefits of video therapy for
you as a therapist?

Hastall et al., 2017

(2) What are the benefits of video therapy for
your patients?

Molini-Avejonas et al., 2015;
Hastall et al., 2017; Tyagi
et al., 2018

(3) What difficulties do you personally face
when doing video therapy?

Leinweber and Schulz, 2019

(4) What difficulties do patients have when
you do video therapy with them?

(5) In order to perform video therapies
optimally, I would need

Hastall et al., 2017

(6) What are the disadvantages of video
therapy for you as a therapist?

Tyagi et al., 2018; Leinweber
and Schulz, 2019

(7) What are the disadvantages of video
therapy for your patients?

Hastall et al., 2017; Tyagi
et al., 2018

Question grouping 8 (technology competence) was excluded. Developed following Molini-

Avejonas et al. (2015), Hastall et al. (2017), Tyagi et al. (2018), and Leinweber and Schulz

(2019).

the factor analysis. Data from 63 to 68 participants could be
analyzed for this purpose because some respondents did not answer
some questions. In the course of the repeated calculation, items
that loaded higher on more than one factor were identified and
excluded. By excluding nine items for the reason just mentioned,
26 items were finally identified that showed a loading of >0.5
and clearly loaded on one of the eight factors. By the described
procedure, the 12 UTAUT items (Teo, 2009, 2010) could be
confirmed as well as 14 items could be identified which addressed
the four additionally included constructs (see Table 6).

Internal consistency was also checked for these individual
scales: SAoDC α = 0.851; DaW α = 0.818; AoC α =0.841; AUDM
α =0.918. These constructs also showed a high value in terms of
internal consistency.

TABLE 4 Respondents’ demographics in Study 2.

Item Response Frequency (%) Mean (SD)

Gender (n= 79) Female 75 (94.9)

Male 5 (5.1)

Age, years (n=

79)
43.37 (±10.9)

Years of working
experience, years
(n= 79)

16.39 (±9.6)

Professional
status (n= 79)

Practice
owner/self-
employed

51 (64.6)

Employee 25 (31.6)

Freelancer 2 (2.5)

Student worker 1 (1.3)

Workplace (n=

79)
Speech/language
therapy practice

69 (87.3)

(Interdisciplinary)
therapy centers

3 (3.8)

Early
intervention
centers

2 (2.5)

Social pediatric
center

1 (1.3)

Outpatient
rehabilitation

1 (1.3)

Vocational
school for speech
therapy

1 (1.3)

Combination of
different
facilities

2 (2.5)

2.2.5. Analysis
All calculations were performed with the program SPSS

program version 26 (IBM Corp, 2019).
To examine technology acceptance in the form of Behavioral

Intention to Use (BIU) among therapists, the calculations
and considerations of the mean and dispersion measures
of the single variables of UTAUT and the new constructs
were performed.

To answer the second question, the respective items of the
variables were summarized using their mean values as in other
studies on the UTAUT. The recommendations in using the
averaged values of Likert scales as interval scaled data were fulfilled
(Harpe, 2015). For age and work experience, the response values
of the respondents were used (age in years, work experience
in years). Multiple linear regressions in a three-block hierarchy
(forced entry) were used to test the influence of the different
independent variables on BIU. All assumptions for the analysis
were fulfilled, including multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, or
nonlinearity (see Results). In order to take into account the
possible influence of the variables age and work experience, these
were also included in the regression calculations. Due to the
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TABLE 5 Technology acceptance items used in Study 2.

Performance expectancy (PE) Using digital media improves my work.

Using digital media enhances the
effectiveness of therapeutic measures.

Using digital media increases my
productivity.

Digital media are useful tools for therapy.

Effort expectancy (EE) I find it easy to use digital media for my
needs.

I find digital media easy to use.

Using digital media does not require a lot
of mental effort.

Social influence (SI) People whose opinions I value encourage
me to use digital media in therapy.

People who are important to me support
me to use digital media in therapy.

Facilitating conditions (FC) When I need help to use digital media in
therapy, guidance is available to me.

When I need help to use digital media in
therapy, specialized instruction is
available to help me.

When I need help to use digital media in
therapy, a specific person is available to
provide assistance.

Behavioral intention to use (BIU) I will continue to use digital media in
therapy.

I will use digital media in therapy in
future.

Developed following Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Teo (2009, 2010).

low participation of males (n = 4), the gender factor could not
be examined.

In a first step, the correlations between all
individual variables included were checked. The variable
Attitude of Colleagues (AoC) was then excluded
from further calculations as it did not show any
correlations with the dependent variable BIU or the
other predictors.

In the first block of the multiple linear regression, age and
work experience (WE) were included in the model. In the second
block of the regression, the established predictors of the UTAUT—
PE, EE, SI and FC—were included to check the basic model. In
the last step, the UTAUT modification variables AUDM, SAoDC
and DaW were added. For 12 of the 79 respondents not all values
were available, because at the time of the survey they were not
undergoing any therapies and therefore certain data were not
feasible (n = 11) or there were missing values in a part of the
included items (n = 1). Thus, the data of 67 persons could be
used for this analysis. Since collinearity between the predictors
Performance Expectancy (PE) and Attitude and Affect toward the
Use of Digital Media (AUDM) was found in the last model, AUDM
was excluded in a new model calculation to avoid distortions of
the model.

In the final step, the same statistical procedure
was followed as just mentioned, excluding the
variable AUDM.

TABLE 6 Items used for the four additional influence variables in Study 2.

Self-Assessment of Digital
Competence (SAoDC)

I feel competent in terms of using digital
media in general day-to-day work.

I feel competent with regard to the use of
digital media within therapy.

Digitality at Work (DaW) Within my institution, the use of digital
media in therapy was widespread.

My supervisor was open to the use of
digital media in therapy.

I was well supported in incorporating
digital media into therapy.

Attitude of Colleagues (AoC) My colleagues rejected the use of digital
media in therapy (reversed!).

The use of digital media in therapy was
viewed critically by colleagues
(reversed!).

Attitude and Affect toward the Use
of Digital Media (AUDM)

The use of digital media in therapy is a
chance to break new ways to go.

I would be happy if I no longer had to use
digital media in therapy (reversed!).

Contact via digital media is too
impersonal for me (reversed!).

I am motivated to use digital media also
in the future in the therapy
implementation.

The use of digital media contradicts my
perception of good therapy (reversed!).

I enjoyed the use of digital media.

The quality of therapy suffers from the
use of digital media (reversed!).

3. Results

3.1. Study 1

3.1.1. Factor analysis
Numerous factors were initially identified by SPSS due to

having eigenvalues <1; however, after examining the Scree Plot
of Eigenvalues table (see Supplementary material), it was decided
that the first four were legitimate factors and all factors thereafter
were the beginning of the tail and could be discarded. Thus,
four factors were identified in the questionnaire, accounting for
21.7% of variance in the data. Each factor is independent of all
others, as demonstrated by the low correlation scores in the Factor
Correlation Matrix (see Table 7).

3.1.2. Regression
As mentioned above, it was not possible to conduct a multiple

regression analysis as planned, due to the significant deviations
from normality of the independent variable, which therefore
violated the assumptions necessary for multiple regression. An
ordinal logistic regression was therefore conducted. Significance
was determined at the standard p <0.05.

The −2 Log Likelihood model was significantly significant (χ2

= 447.775, df = 89, p < 0.001), indicating that the full model was a
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TABLE 7 Factor correlation matrix (Study 1).

(1)
Technology-

related

(2)
Individual-related:

emotional
processes and risk

perception

(3)
Individual-related:
knowledge and

literacy

(4)
Environment-

related

(1) Technology-related 1.000

(2) Individual-related: emotional processes and risk perception −0.238 1.000

(3) Individual-related: knowledge and literacy 0.303 0.027 1.000

(4) Environment-related 0.365 0.111 0.316 1.000

significant improvement in the predictive capacity of the full model
over the intercept only model. Similarly, both the Pearson (χ2 =

4,469.677, df = 6971, p = 1.00) and Deviance (χ2 = 1,107.218, df
= 6,971, p = 1.00). Goodness of Fit tests indicated that the model
was a good fit for the data.

a. What factors correlate with the prospective adoption of video
therapy by speech and language therapists?

The regression results indicate a variety of factors which
correlate with the adoption of video therapy in the future. Overall,
14 items contributed significantly to the model—see Table 8 for
details. Among these items, increased difficulty in any category was
associated with a reduced likelihood of a higher adoption score.
Technical difficulties [−0.583, Wald χ

2 (1) = 4.947, p = 0.026],
a lack of training [−1.594, Wald χ

2 (1) = 6.916, p = 0.009],
a lack of prior experience [−0.849, Wald χ

2 (1) = 4.784, p =

0.029] and a perceived limitation of methods [−0.811, Wald χ
2

(1) = 4.846, p = 0.028] all significantly reduced a respondent’s
opinion of video therapy. Comparatively, perceived benefits like
health protection of patients [1.461, Wald χ

2 (1) = 14.533, p <

0.001], increased range of therapy options [1.406, Wald χ
2 (1) =

26.750, p < 0.001], and new skill acquisition [0.655, Wald χ
2 (1)=

6.823, p = 0.009] all significantly increased a respondent’s opinion
about video therapy.

Time was variously positive and negative. A reported
perception of increased preparation time [0.978, Wald χ

2

(1) = 7.873, p = 0.005] actually improved respondent
opinion, as did the reduced travel time for patients [0.557,
Wald χ

2 (1) = 3.391, p = 0.047]; however, high follow-up
time [−0.916, Wald χ

2 (1) = 5.982, p = 0.014] reduced
respondent opinion.

Motivation also seemed to influence respondent opinions—
respondents with increased motivation [0.756, Wald χ

2 (1) =

5.025, p = 0.025] reported higher opinions, however those who
sought professional help to fix technical problems time [−0.841,
Wald χ

2 (1) = 5.020, p = 0.025] and those who gave up on
video therapy when faced with technical problems time [−1.268,
Wald χ

2 (1) = 4.837, p = 0.028] had a reduced opinion of
video therapy.

b. What constructs underlie the attitudes of users toward
technology acceptance and technology competence in the
context of SLT?

Based on the rotation matrix produced during the factor
analysis, the items either loaded uniquely on one of the
four factors identified or did not load on any of the four
primary factors, with one exception where one item loaded
on two factors. All questions contained at least one item that
contributed to a factor. Based on the items that contributed
to each factor, the four factors were identified as “technology”,
“emotional processes”, “knowledge” and “environment”. How
these factors relate to previous research will be addressed in the
discussion. See Table 9 for a list of which questions contributed to
which factors.

3.2. Study 2

c. To what extent are speech and language therapists intending
to use ICT in therapy in the future?

With regard to the acceptance of the use of digital media within
therapy, a heterogeneous picture emerged among the German
therapists. The Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU) scores ranged
from 0.5 to the maximum achievable 4 points. The average for the
entire group is 2.92 (SD = 0.895), which is within the range of
“mostly applies” on the Likert scale used.

All predictors showed average values between 2 and around
3. This corresponds to values between the answer options
“undecided” and “mostly applies”. The predictors also showed
a large dispersion across the sample and thus very different
expressions in the individual therapists. The lowest mean value was
achieved by the predictor Facilitation Conditions (FC) (M = 2.03,
SD = 1.14), the highest mean value was shown by Digitality at
Work (DaW) (M = 3.09; SD= 1.08) (see Table 10).

d. To what extent do Performance Expectancy (PE), Effort
Expectancy (EE), Social Influence (SI), and Facilitating
Conditions (FC), as well as additional factors, predict speech
and language therapists’ Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU)
digital media in therapy?

In terms of the included moderator variables of age and work
experience (WE), there were isolated significant correlations found.
Age correlated significantly with work experience (WE), Behavioral
Intention to Use (BIU), Performance Expectamcy (PE) and Effort
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TABLE 8 Significant response items identified for video therapy adoption in Study 1.

Question items Estimate Std. error Wald df Sig. 95% CI Factor

Lower bound Upper bound

To deal with technical problems—I
got professional/technical help

−0.841 0.375 5.020 1 0.025 −0.105 −1.577 Did not load on any
factor

To deal with technical problems—I
stopped offering video therapy

−1.268 0.577 4.837 1 0.028 −0.138 −2.399 Emotional
processes

Benefits I see in video therapy for
me as a therapist include—video
therapy increases my motivation
for therapy

0.756 0.337 5.025 1 0.025 1.416 0.095 Did not load on any
factor

Benefits I see in video therapy for
me as a therapist include—no
traveling to the patients

0.557 0.281 3.931 1 0.047 1.107 0.006 Emotional
processes

Advantages of video therapy for
my patients include—health
protection (e.g. no risk of receiving
contagious infections)

1.461 0.383 14.533 1 <0.001 2.212 0.710 Emotional
processes

Benefits I see in video therapy for
me as a therapist
include—extension of the range of
therapies

1,406 0.272 26.750 1 <0.001 1.939 0.873 Emotional
processes

A positive experience I associate
with the technical implementation
of video therapy is—Acquiring new
methodological knowledge

0.655 0.251 6.823 1 0.009 1.147 0.164 Emotional
processes

Technical problems occurred
during the implementation of
video therapy—a lack of previous
experience conducting video
therapy

−0.849 0.388 4.784 1 0.029 −0.088 −1.610 Knowledge

Technical problems occurred
during the implementation of
video therapy – a lack of training in
video therapy

−1.594 0.606 6.916 1 0.009 −0.406 −2.782 Knowledge

Difficulties I personally faced when
conducting video therapy are—of a
technical nature (e.g. program
crashes, slow internet, etc.)

−0.583 0.262 4.947 1 0.026 −0.069 −1.098 Environment

I have not had personal difficulties
to deal with so far (in the context of
video therapy)

−0.986 0.448 4.846 1 0.028 −0.108 −1.864 Environment

Disadvantages of video therapy for
me as a therapist include—high
preparation time

0.978 0.348 7.873 1 0.005 1.660 0.295 Technology

Disadvantages of video therapy for
me as a therapist include—a
limitation in the choice of methods
in therapy

−0.811 0.369 4.846 1 0.028 −0.089 −1.534 Technology

Disadvantages of video therapy for
me as a therapist include—high
follow-up time

−0.916 0.375 5.982 1 0.014 −0.182 −1.651 Technology

Expectancy (EE), while WE also correlated significantly with EE.
All correlations are shown in Table 11.

Model 3, which included all of the variables, explains
58.8% of the variability. The elucidation of variability was
increased by including the variables Digitality at Work
(DaW) and Self-Assessment of Digital Competencies
(SAoDC) into the UTAUT-model but not significantly.

Table 12 provides an overview of the multiple linear
regression results.

The generalizability of the models is given.
The F-statistic shows highly significant values (p
<0.001) for model 2 as well as model 3, so both
models (basic UTAUT and extended UTAUT) predict
BIU significantly.
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TABLE 9 Rotation matrix to the factor analysis of 14 question items in Study 1.

Question items Factor

(1) Technology (2) Emotional processes (3) Knowledge (4) Environment

Disadvantages of video therapy for me as a therapist include

High preparation time 0.673

High follow-up time 0.487

A limitation in the choice of methods in therapy 0.688

A positive experience I associate with the technical
implementation of video therapy is—acquiring
new methodological knowledge

0.322

To deal with technical problems:

I stopped offering video therapy −0.391

I got professional/technical help

Advantages of video therapy for my patients
include—health protection (e.g. No risk of
receiving contagious infections)

0.700

Benefits I see in video therapy for me as a therapist include

Extension of the range of therapies 0.520

No traveling to the patients 0.443

Video therapy increases my motivation for therapy

Technical problems occurred during the implementation of video therapy:

A lack of previous experience Conducting video
therapy

0.581

A lack of training in video therapy 0.567

Difficulties I personally faced when conducting
video therapy are—of a technical nature (e.g.,
Program crashes, slow internet, etc.)

0.493

I have not had personal difficulties to deal with so
far (in the context of video therapy)

−0.340

Extraction method: principal axis factoring.

Rotation method: Promax with Kaiser normalizationa .
aRotation converged in six iterations.

Table 13 shows the regression coefficients of model 3
(extended UTAUT).

Performance Expectancy (PE) is a significant predictor
of Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU) in German
speech language therapists. There was no evidence of
multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, or nonlinearity. In
addition, no case had an excessive influence on the
model and the normal distribution of the residuals
was given.

4. Discussion

Study 1 aimed to investigate the use and success of video
therapy in German Speech Language Therapy (SLT), based on
the technology adoption approach outlined by Hastall et al.
(2017). Therefore, the study investigated possible correlations and
influences on the prospective attitudes of speech and language
therapists toward video therapy as identified via preselected
questionnaire items. The significant results included items related

to perceived benefits, time and motivation as being impactful
to the respondents and therefore for the successful adoption
of video therapy in the context of SLT. These factors can
have both inhibiting and facilitating outcomes in the adoption
and future use of video therapy in SLT, which has also
been demonstrated in numerous previous studies (Bilda et al.,
2020; Lauer, 2020; Schwinn et al., 2020; Tenforde et al.,
2020; Barthel et al., 2021a,b; Eslami Jahromi et al., 2022;
Shahouzaie and Gholamiyan Arefi, 2022; Bayati and Ayatollahi,
2023).

Hastall et al. (2017), for example, argued that attention to
human-driven factors can promote the adoption of technology—
that is, video therapy adoption in SLT in the context of this study.
Focusing on the three dimensions of relevant influences from
Hastall et al. (2017): (1) individual-related factors, (2) environment-

related factors, and (3) technology-related factors provided a good
framework for investigating video therapy as an innovative digital
medium in German SLT. However, the current analysis identified
four factors from among the significant questionnaire items:
technology (Factor 1), emotional processes (Factor 2), knowledge
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TABLE 10 Descriptive measures of the variables included (Study 2).

BIU (n = 79) PE (n = 79) EE (n = 79) SI (n = 79) FC (n = 79) DaW (n = 68) SAoDC (n = 67)

Mean 2.9241 2.7342 2.5063 2.4304 2.0253 3.0858 2.9403

Std. deviation 0.89546 0.82270 0.79324 1.06438 1.14326 1.08223 0.93551

Minimum 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.50

Maximum 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

BIU, Behavioral Intention to Use; PE, Performance Expectancy; EE, Effort Expectancy; SI, Social Influence; FC, Facilitating Conditions; DaW, Digitality at Work; SAoDC, Self-Assessment of

Digital Competence.

As the questions were not obligatory to answer, some questions were answered by fewer than the participating 79 therapists. The number of therapists who answered the questions is given in

brackets after the respective item.

TABLE 11 Correlations between the included variables (Study 2).

BIU Age WE PE EE SI FC DaW SAoDC

BIU 1.000

Age 0.251∗ 1.000

WE 0.184 0.812∗∗∗ 1.000

PE 0.706∗∗∗ 0.207∗ 0.091 1.000

EE 0.335∗∗ −0.238∗ −0.357∗∗ 0.422∗∗∗ 1.000

SI 0.533∗∗∗ 0.113 0.068 0.530∗∗∗ 0.333∗∗ 1.000

FC 0.376∗∗ 0.177 0.069 0.303∗∗ 0.267∗ 0.412∗∗∗ 1.000

DaW 0.376∗∗ 0.025 0.112 0.304∗∗ 0.113 0.195 0.220∗ 1.000

SAoDC 0.463∗∗∗ −0.032 −0.009 0.453∗∗∗ 0.403∗∗∗ 0.321∗∗ 0.403∗∗∗ 0.474∗∗∗ 1.000

Correlation (Pearson) (n= 67): ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001 (one tailed).

BIU, Behavioral Intention to Use;WE,Work Experience; PE, Performance Expectancy; EE, Effort Expectancy; SI, Social Influence; FC, Facilitating Conditions; DaW, Digitality atWork; SAoDC,

Self-Assessment of Digital Competence.

TABLE 12 Results of the multiple linear regression (Study 2).

Model R R square Adjusted R
square

Std. error of
the estimate

R square
change

F change df 1 df 2 Sig. F change

1 0.253a 0.064 0.035 0.88755 0.064 2.190 2 64 0.120

2 0.750b 0.563 0.519 0.62627 0.499 17.136 4 60 0.000

3 0.767c 0.588 0.531 0.61852 0.025 1.756 2 58 0.182

aInfluencing variables: (constant), age in years, work experience in years.
bInfluencing variables: (constant), age in years, work experience in years, FC, EE, SI, PE.
cInfluencing variables: (constant), age in years, work experience in years, FC, EE, SI, PE, DaW, SAoDC.

TABLE 13 Linear model of the predictors of BIU (Model 3; Study 2).

Unstandardized coe�cients Standardized coe�cient t Sig.

B Std. error Beta

(Constant) −0.021 0.542 −0.038 0.970

Age 0.008 0.014 0.086 0.550 0.584

WE 0.006 0.016 0.061 0.388 0.700

PE 0.490 0.121 0.470 4.055 0.000

EE 0.062 0.126 0.054 0.494 0.623

SI 0.145 0.089 0.172 1.627 0.109

FC 0.051 0.079 0.064 0.640 0.525

DaW 0.105 0.082 0.127 1.291 0.202

SAoDC 0.087 0.109 0.090 0.801 0.427

Significant results are marked in gray.
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(Factor 3) and environment (Factor 4). Following the approach
by Hastall et al. (2017) those four factors can give an idea of
which human and technology driven factors could impact the use
of video therapy. All significant items had at least a moderate
impact on the outcome variable here, implying that all four factors
are relevant for a successfully implemented adoption of video
therapy technology.

With relation to the technology-related factors (Factor 1),
therapists indicated the disadvantages of video therapy by the
perception of negative aspects. Aspects of time, such as “follow-
up time” and “preparation time”, are factors that could inhibit the
use of video therapy in SLT. This is in line with the literature
investigating advantages and disadvantages for the implementation
of video therapy in Germany (Bilda et al., 2020; Lauer, 2020;
Schwinn et al., 2020; Mörsdorf and Beushausen, 2021; Hecht
et al., 2022) as well as in line with international studies (Tenforde
et al., 2020; Shahouzaie and Gholamiyan Arefi, 2022; Bayati and
Ayatollahi, 2023).

In contrast, the advantages of video therapy were more driven
by emotional processes (Factor 2), which compare with the
individual-related factors in Hastall et al. (2017). Positive aspects
such as travel time, therapy and health protection are in line with
the literature and can facilitate the prospective use of video therapy
(Lauer, 2020; Schwinn et al., 2020). Following the approach of
Hastall et al. (2017) human behavior is driven by emotions in
the context of digital media use in health care. More specifically,
emotions can play a critically role when being confronted with
health vs. sickness (Hastall et al., 2017). In the case of video therapy,
the context of health protection seems to be a relevant factor for
implementation and was especially relevant during the COVID-19
pandemic (Barthel et al., 2021a,b).

Items related to knowledge (Factor 3) about video therapy seem
to stem from negative feelings like insufficiency in knowledge and
training. Those who report insufficient training in video therapy or
software systems as well as a lack of previous experience in their
implementation are more likely to report a low future intention
to adopt video therapy. Hastall et al. (2017) emphasized that this
factor is not only themissing technology-related foreknowledge but
also the access to information about health technology, even of the
existence and range of available options. They summarized that not
only is appropriate knowledge, experience, and user competences
needed in health-related ICT, but likely also knowledge about
effective motivating education strategies (Hastall et al., 2017). Both
emotional processes and knowledge factors (2 and 3) are highly
individual-related and support the technology acceptance literature
more broadly (Hastall et al., 2017), with supportive behavior and
avoidance behavior combining to influence an individual’s attitude.

Factor 4 included items based on environment-related factors,
in particular the barriers preventing video therapy adoption that
stem from geographical factors. Literature has constantly noted
that challenges to video therapy adoption in Germany often
include technical difficulties, such as unstable internet connections,
service availability or continuity problems (Bilda et al., 2020;
Lauer, 2020; Schwinn et al., 2020). Unsurprisingly, an unstable
internet connection or intermittent connection failure can make
video therapy difficult or even impossible. In many speech and
language therapy sessions, high transmission quality is crucial, as

the assessment of linguistic or facial aspects can only be accurate
with good image and sound quality.

The four presented factors, when taken together, can help to
inform those who wish to implement video therapy successfully.
Firstly, parties who wish to implement video therapy as a regular
and reliable healthcare service should aim to maximize adoption-
facilitating conditions, like the personal and emotional benefits
to patients and therapists; simultaneously they should aim to
minimize rejection-facilitating conditions (Wade et al., 2014),
for example by supplementing individual experience with quality
training and by supporting therapists in their time investment.
All of this requires substantial knowledge about the patients and
therapists to bring together.

Study 2 investigated factors influencing the therapists’ intention
to use digital media in SLT in the future. The results show that
German therapists are mostly willing to use ICT in therapy in
the future. However, there was a certain heterogeneity within the
sample. Thus, while many definitely want to use digital media
in the future, there is also a significant minority who does not.
Speech language therapists who show little or no interest in using
digital media in therapy cannot seriously fulfill their mandate to
provide digital participation for patients for whom digitalization is
important to their lives (Steiner, 2023).

Of the individual factors, Digitality at Work (DaW) showed
the highest mean value. This can be explained by the video
therapies performed during the COVID-19 pandemic. These were
temporarily the only possibilities to offer therapy for many patients
and were therefore integrated in most practices. At the same
time, however, there was a lack of support systems, as shown by
Facilitating Conditions’ (FC) low average score. This is consistent
with the results of the first study.

For the purpose of identifying the impact of different
influencing factors, six possible influencing factors (four original
UTAUT and two supplementary) were included in the full analysis
of study 2 along with age and work experience (WE). Age
correlated significantly with WE, Behavioral Intention to Use
(BIU), Performance Expectancy (PE) and Effort Expectancy (EE),
while WE correlated significantly with age and EE. The correlation
between age andWE is not surprising, as older speech and language
therapists typically have moreWE than younger therapists. Beyond
this effect, there appears to be an interaction effect of age and WE
in parts of the model.

In their meta-analysis, Dwivedi et al. (2019) were able to
demonstrate a direct influence of attitude on BIU. Moreover, they
found that attitude partially mediated the effects of all UTAUT-
predictors on behavioral intention as well. This fits with the
overlap, found in this research, between PE and Attitude and Affect
toward Use of Digital Media (AUDM). This evidence supports the
inclusion of attitude as a mediator in future studies.

While all the results demonstrated a significant relationship
between Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU) and all of the checked
factors, Performance Expectancy (PE) showed significant and
distinct influence in the present study. PE also represented
the highest influencing factor on BIU. This suggests that, in
their opinions on ICT in therapy, speech therapists are most
impacted by the perceived performance outcomes from utilizing
that technology. These results match results from past studies (e.g.,
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Venkatesh et al., 2003; Teo and Noyes, 2014). If speech language
therapists consider the use of digital media as beneficial for their
work, the intention to use digital media in the future increases.

Social influence (SI) on BIU has also been highlighted
previously, particularly among women (Morris and Venkatesh,
2000; Teo and Noyes, 2014). Given the very high proportion of
female therapists, both in this study and in the field in general,
this factor should not be underrated; however, due to this high
ratio among the respondents, this study could not isolate the SI
effect from the sex effect. The included variables Self-Assessment
of Digital Competencies (SAoDC) and Digitality at Work (DaW)
could additionally improve the prediction of BIU in the model.
However, a significant direct influence on the BIU could not be
proven for the present sample.

The results of both studies show parallels. Influencing factors
demonstrated for technology use in general (Study 2) can also
be shown in the specific area of video therapy use (Study 1).
Study 1 provides specific evidence regarding which factors increase
acceptance of video therapy among speech and language therapists.
Respondents indicated advantages in terms of Performance
Expectancy (PE), disadvantages in terms of Effort Expectancy (EE),
training (SAoDC, FC), and experience (DaW) as supporting and
negative influencing factors, respectively. These determinants are
also found in the UTAUT and were surveyed in Study 2 for general
media use in therapy. The parallels noted are not surprising, as both
studies looked at technology acceptance of speech and language
therapists (see Figure 2).

Across the two studies, one of the biggest factors influencing
future ICT adoption was support—especially in the form of
education and training. A lack of training and experience can lead
to frustration with the technology (De Joode et al., 2012; Liu et al.,
2015; Gagnon et al., 2016), while an increase in troubleshooting
knowledge and experience can improve satisfaction (Tucker,
2012). Professionals themselves have frequently highlighted the
importance they place on training and the availability of support
(Hill and Breslin, 2016; Burke et al., 2022; Kearns and Kelly,
2022). This highlights the importance of education in the industry
going forward.

This change in education is multifaceted. With regards to the
education of new practitioners, there is a need to integrate both
theory-based content and practical digital skills in the curricula
(Edwards and Dukhovny, 2017; European Health Parliament,
2020). In the spirit of lifelong learning, other training concepts
should be tailored to suit currently active therapists—to expand
their digital skills in a professional context and to implement
them in their everyday practice (Lin et al., 2021). These are
essential prerequisites to be able to advance professionalization
in speech therapy in line with current developments (Theodoros,
2012). The implementation of the aforementioned content and
factors faces the additional challenge in Germany that there are
different training paths (e.g., vocational school vs. university) and
professional groups (e.g., speech language therapists or academic
speech therapists). Therefore, the authors provide concrete factors
to consider and ideas for implementation that can be applied in all
education and training contexts of speech language therapy.

From one perspective, therapists must have specific digital
competencies in order to responsibly andmeaningfully incorporate

ICT into therapy. For example, the suitability and adaptation
of programs must be tailored to the individual patient, their
embedding must be planned and implemented in a goal-oriented
manner, and their use must be continuously reflected upon and
subsequently evaluated (Brennan et al., 2010; Alber et al., 2020;
Alber and Starke, 2021a; Wirths et al., 2022). Further education
and training should also focus on dealing with questions on
Performance Expectancy (PE), as this could promote a positive
Behavioral Intention to Use (BIU). Therapists should receive
information and gain experience in this context, which would
show them how ICT can improve and support the fulfillment
of individual tasks in therapeutic work. This includes, among
other things, focusing on the benefits and opportunities that the
technology can bring to the therapy situation itself. To ensure
that the technologies being taught, including video therapy, will
be meaningfully incorporated into the therapists’ repertoires,
educators should focus in particular on the deeper functional
aspects with a high proportion of practical exercises.

Besides the consideration of PE, educators should be aware
of the importance of Social Influence (SI), as the valued opinions
of other respected individuals have an impact, often serving as
role models of technology use. These role models can include
other students or educators in SLT-training (Teo and Noyes, 2014).
Digitally supported didactics should be practiced and play an
essential role in case management in the area of context assessment,
goal setting, therapy planning and implementation, and evaluation
and modification (Steiner, 2023). Possible approaches could
include the use of case studies or therapy videos in which the use
of ICT is exemplified, collegial case consultations with a focus on
ICT-supported therapy, or problem-based learning, which brings
the use of ICT into the trainees’ focus. Additionally, education and
training could include formats for exchange between speech and
language therapists, e.g. through videoconferencing. In this way,
positive experiences can be shared with peers, awareness can be
raised and people can also benefit from the experiences of others.

By trying out digital media independently in a protected setting,
the expectation of effort can be lowered and the therapists’ self-
efficacy of dealing with technology can be experienced. Thus,
technology acceptance can be promoted within the consideration
of both Effort Expectancy (EE) and Self-Assessment of Digital
Competence (SAoDC). Practical exercises in video therapy could
thus reduce inhibiting factors for video therapy in the area of
technology, as well as knowledge and skills. Appropriate training
and educational content must first be specifically designed, piloted,
made easily accessible, and continually updated. To further support
EE and reduce inhibiting factors at the emotional and knowledge
levels, it may be useful to focus on therapy-relevant programs
and devices and to use applications with easy-to-use interfaces
that hide the complexity of the hardware and software. These
considerations should also be taken into account when developing
specific software for use in therapeutic settings (Teo and Noyes,
2014).

Beyond education, Facilitating Conditions (FC) and Digitality
at Work (DaW) are factors that need to be supported more on
a structural level. The development and expansion of support
systems for the use of digital media in general, and for video
therapy in particular, in everyday speech therapy is a challenge.
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FIGURE 2

Comparable constructs of both studies underlying the attitudes of users toward technology acceptance and technology competence in the context

of SLT.

On a structural level, the possibility of billing for video therapies
introduced in Germany during the COVID-19 pandemic led to
an improvement in the conditions for the use of digital media
(Bilda et al., 2020). However, the therapeutic use of video therapies
was an uncertain factor during this period; one that was allowed
for a certain period of time with a couple of extensions and
therefore inhibited the further development of sustainable hybrid
(face-to-face therapy in combination with video therapy) or virtual
(full video therapy) telepractice offerings (Lauer, 2020). Since
September, 2022, video therapy is again possible in Germany due
to a transitional arrangement, but it is still not implemented in
the regular speech and language therapy service. In line with the
literature, unstable reimbursement policies by insurance companies
present a barrier to teletherapy implementation (Rettinger et al.,
2021). The challenge of purchasing and maintaining suitable
hardware and software is also financial. Until now, these costs have
been shouldered predominantly by the practices themselves or the
individual therapists.

The provision of paid working time for ICT familiarization and
implementation is thus another facet of FC. In Germany, speech
therapists are paid individually by health insurance companies
for each hour of therapy provided. The level of remuneration is
also low. Further education and training, as well as familiarization
with new technologies is usually voluntary, so that a high level
of motivation and personal commitment appears necessary to
advance digitalization in a professional context (Hilbert and Paulus,
2018), because the introduction of ICT is often time-consuming,
even though the use of ICT can save time in the long run (Gagnon
et al., 2016; Burke et al., 2022).

In addition to FC and DaW, other structural factors can also
have an impact. The lack of widespread, reliable availability of
high-speed Internet can influence the use of digital media in

SLT negatively (Schwinn et al., 2020). However, this will not be
presented in more detail here, as it was not specifically investigated
in the studies presented. Similarly, previous papers (e.g., Alber and
Starke, 2021b) found that although German speech and language
therapists increased their use of digital technology during the
COVID-19 pandemic, this was largely concentrated in the use of
video therapy; the use of apps or educational software in therapy
did not significantly change over the COVID-19 pandemic period.
These factors could be considered in future investigations.

Maximizing facilitation triggers and reducing inhibiting
conditions should be the intention, for an optimal health service
delivery to patients. A better digital participation for patients is only
possible if technology acceptance in speech and language therapists
increases by the described possibilities of individual-related, social
and environment-related as well as technology-related factors and
therefore allows a satisfying health technology adoption in SLT.

5. Limitations of the studies

The results of both studies presented here are based on an
online survey of therapists. The samples were obtained from SLT
professionals working in outpatient settings in Germany, so it was
consciously accepted that therapists working in other contexts,
like hospitals or non-German therapists, would be excluded. In
addition, both studies used an online questionnaire for the survey,
which means that it cannot be ruled out that therapists were
more likely to participate who had a minimum level of affinity for
and competence in technology. Accordingly, a certain bias in the
results cannot be discounted. Due to the pandemic situation and
the associated restrictions at the time of the studies, a different
procedure was not possible.
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The results of Study 1 demonstrated facilitating and inhibiting
factors for video therapy adoption based on a high number
of participants. However, on a structural level, data did not
allow for a more acute examination due to failing certain
statistical assumptions, which means that a more precise
relationship between the constructs cannot be defined, only trends.
Additionally, due to the large test size and breadth of analysis, the
cumulative variance accounted for by the factor analysis was low.
A follow-up study with fewer but more precisely keyed questions
would help. Regarding the interpretation, the results were not as
highly interrelated as other literature (e.g., Hastall et al., 2017).
This could be due to the methodological limitations, or due to the
structure of the questionnaire questions selected, but this limits the
connections that can be drawn with the three factors (individual-
related, environment-related and technology-related factors)
derived from the technology adoption approach of other models.

The generalizability of results of Study 2 is not given due
to the sample size. Structural equation modeling was also not
possible due to the limited sample size. The moderating variables
“age” and “work experience” of the original UTAUT model were
therefore included as predictor variables to take their influence into
account. The uneven distribution of respondents with regard to
gender did not allow this factor to be considered. However, the
proportion of male respondents is not surprising, as more than
90% of speech and language therapists in Germany are female
(Gesundheitsberichterstattung des Bundes., 2022). Because of the
occasional proven correlations between age/work experience and
other variables there seems to be moderating effects in parts of
the model. These effects should be investigated in more detail in
future studies.

Due to statistical evidence, two additional factors derived from
theory had to be excluded from the final analysis (Attitude of
Colleagues and Attitude and Affect toward the Use of Digital
Media). This was the only way to ensure a methodologically
adequate procedure.

Despite the limitations mentioned above, it was possible to
obtain initial indications regarding the technology acceptance
among SLT professionals in Germany, which can be used for future
studies in this area. First hints for possible supporting factors
emerge, which can be applied for practice and planning of further
education and training.
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